
Particle of Inch is a new exhibition by Magali Reus commissioned by The 
Hepworth Wakefield for The Calder – The Hepworth’s new space for 
contemporary art. Working with and against the historical fabric of the 
building, Reus has created an architectural intervention that is inhabited 
by two new bodies of work. Reus’ work draws on a vast range of formal 
influences and references, from the domestic to the industrial, the functional 
to decorative, creating sculptures that evolve as an accumulation of 
sculptural details. 

Andrew Bonacina: For Particle of Inch you have made two new series of 
work – the floor-based In Place Of  series which abstractly borrow the 
form of the street curb, and the wall-based Leaves which take the form of 
enlarged padlocks. Like previous bodies of works these new series take 
specific everyday objects as a formal point of departure - can you talk 
about what draws you to these forms as starting points? 

Magali Reus: I often make use of familiar or functional objects – which 
are only ever a starting point – to ground the works in a real experience 
of the world. Objects like fridges, seating and street curbs are lodged in 
our minds as we depend on them providing us with living architecture, or 
as facilitators of our everyday actions. In reality, however, these objects 
act as physical receptacles for our bodies, as passively grounded things 
until we fill them with use-value. I’m interested instead in them becoming 
more consciously active or frenzied objects: to position them not just as 
shells or providers, but as objects imbued with their own inherent sense of 
personality. 

AB: Do you see the confusion of the functionality of these objects 
as tapping into a surrealist tradition, where a small shift in form or 
juxtaposition with another object disrupts a sense of reality?
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MR: I’m interested in making the relationship one has with an object 
an emotive as well as physical set of exchanges. I like the idea that 
functionality might be an initial umbrella proposition for describing 
something, but it’s a way of packaging that can be confused by the 
character or attitude I am able to instil. The locks, for instance, may offer a 
suggestion of secrecy and personalised emotional coding, but they are also 
perversely erotic in their overly machined and decorative skins. It is this 
conflation of a type of simplified, graphic image of the world set against 
more flamboyant latent narratives that I enjoy. 

AB: It seems as though much of your work operates on a visual register 
as a formal configuration of objects, but there is also a choreography of 
emotional and physical experience at play.

MR: It’s amazing how we can be so close to things everyday and almost not 
see them. and despite this, everything we surround ourselves with has been 
designed either to enable a specific function or to provoke an aesthetic 
response. Referring back to the surrealist tendency you mentioned, I also 
like to engage with the dislocation that happens when an object moves 
from the real world into the space of the gallery, which has of course 
its own codes of viewing or ways of imbuing objects with value. In this 
sense, the choreography you mention is more an imaginative shift between 
concretely naming things, and applying a material and therefore more 
intuitive touch to our experience of the world. 

AB: The subtle shifts that happen in these objects are often emphasised 
by the way in which you develop a body of work in series, using a repeated 
form, which you slowly adapt. This repetition, which might also reference 
the seriality of minimalist sculpture from the 1960s, creates a base or 
grounding for the more incidental sculptural forms, which evolve on or 
within them. 

MR: The seriality in the work liberates the objects in the sense that I 
set myself a kind of primary outline, within which there is freedom to 
experiment with more gestural details. Basic formal strategies such as 
colour can be used as means to convey an emotion or character for each 
object at speed, whilst also proposing more metaphorical relationships to 
further constellations of detail: white being cold and clinical and therefore 
dental; terracotta suggesting something more earthy and handmade. But 
it is definitely important to note that there isn’t a division between the 
repeated base form – the plinth, so to speak – and the objects on them; they 
are all conceived as a whole. 

AB: But there is an interesting relationship to discourses surrounding the 
use of the plinth in 20th Century sculpture, and it’s one of the reasons why 
we programmed your exhibition alongside our anthony Caro retrospective, 
an artist who was a key proponent in bringing sculpture off the plinth and 
down onto the floor. While on first glance your work might have greater 
affinity with Minimalism, I think the way in which you play with the plinth 
as an integral part of the work reminds me of how early Modern artists 
such as Brancusi or Hepworth conceived the pedestal as inherent to the 
sculpture itself.
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MR: In my work there’s no hierarchy between the ‘supporting structure’ and 
the elements placed on or within them. It’s a holistic form. But I’m certainly 
thinking about plinth versus object relationships. perhaps in my work it 
becomes more like an object masquerading as a plinth and vice versa. What 
interests me about Caro’s work, and in particular his table sculptures, is 
their intimate relationship to the human body which is reintroduced in his 
works by the reference to the table – an object that suggests a very specific 
relationship to height, to handling and our lateral domestic relationships to 
space.  These table sculptures invite handling, and there is deep pleasure in 
their spatial considerations of arrangement and support. 

all the forms I have used have a very specific relationship to the body. 
In my Lukes series I worked with a cuboid form that related to the 
refrigerator. I like how the refrigerator could become a metaphor for the 
material composition of the human body, its various sizes catering for 
various degrees of consumption or starvation. The chairs in the Parking 
series suggest remnant living forms specifically because they act both 
archaeologically and as strange anthropomorphic leftovers. 

AB: You’ve mentioned that you feel these new ‘curb’ works function quite 
differently to these previous bodies of work. very generally, you’ve taken 
the basic modular form from an adaptation of the street pavement - a 
threshold space that is both fixed and architectural but also inherently 
transitory – as a starting point. 

MR: However much the curbs relate to the previous works in that they 
use a modular or repeated form, here as geometric shells they move a lot 
further away from easily legible objects. The base form of a street curb 
is a piece of architecture, which organises space on so many different 
levels and as a literal pedestrian barrier, it is something that negotiates 
our ways of existing as part of a geographical puzzle. I’m interested in 
these metaphors, but physically, references to other objects such as car 
dashboards or parts of furniture and functional design have also crept in. 
I still like the analogy of the curb as a framing device, as a device that sits 
oddly between permanence and transience and therefore allows sequences 
of social contexts to coalesce. 

The curb is a threshold space between private and public. It’s also a 
space in which both objects and people travel, and a space of opposing 
consumption and rejection. It’s a space of theatre, where both people and 
the things immediately around them play out social moments of interaction. 

AB: How do all these dynamics play out in the works themselves? 

MR: If I look the two most recent ‘curbs’ I’ve made for this show I think you 
can see these more linguistic ideas become formal moments of activation 
for the works. In Place of (Appetites) (7) incorporates various objects 
including a series of plates, which I made through a casting process that 
hinges on painting liquid casting material into a mould of an original dining 
plate. These cast plates are displayed on a welded grid, which approximates 
a stove grill or a drying rack so there’s a strong sense of the domestic 
alongside more traditional forms of display. What triggered the work was 
actually a street-market I walked through in germany, where stallholders 
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were using various existing parts of the street’s architecture such as bike 
racks, as supports for displaying the items they were selling. I liked the 
expediency of this and the appropriation of public space, but also the 
fact that these very personal elements and objects, laid out in that way, 
provided a view into the owner’s history or life. These narrative trajectories 
spoke immediately of travel, hobbyist fanaticism, or speculative melodrama, 
but the objects presented were cheaply for sale, and therefore no longer 
important. It was an amazing unhinging of history from hierarchy. 

In Place Of (Cross Bite) (1), on the other hand, the curb is transformed into 
an enlarged open mouth or a set of teeth, so the allusions to the body 
itself are much more direct and explicit. a different kind of displacement 
happens, one from private to public, but in this instance it’s a much more 
bodily shift enacted through a reversal of human form and architecture. 
scale becomes important here, too. One of the elements for instance is a 
set of enlarged toothpicks: as a scaled up but still impoverished and crude 
form, this detail moves from being tied to the intimate space of the mouth, 
to a more public architectural space where it might instead be read like a 
part of a fence or physical barrier.

AB: What does it mean for you to recreate these objects using the various 
fabrication techniques? It seems there’s never a sense of wanting to create 
an exact replica but instead make manifest the effort or process of making 
the objects themselves. 

MR: In much of my work, the process of making is a process of 
understanding the language of the objects that we’re surrounded by. It’s 
not necessarily seeking out a sense of truth or simulacra but more about 
identifying physical traits, which allow a kind of meandering emotional 
projection. 

AB: I wanted to talk about the architectural structure which you’ve created 
for the exhibition. It’s a large intervention in the space but it operates in 
quite subtle ways to shape how the viewer’s experience the work. 

MR: I wanted to create a space that operates as neither a stage, a plinth 
nor a room, though obviously it makes references to all of these things. 
The architecture of The Calder is incredibly resonant and beautiful, and its 
previous history is present in many of its features. so I didn’t want to ignore 
it entirely, but I did want to create a space that might work in opposition to 
it. The architectural construction that I ended forming helps to frame the 
work, but simultaneously is permeable to spillage. so the works are at once 
performers but also trespassers in their constructed surroundings.  

AB: The way in which the platform invites people into the space of the 
work does suggest some sense of the theatrical, or at least that something 
is being enacted? 

MR: I’ve worked with similar platforms in the past and they relate back to 
what we were discussing in relation to the plinth. It’s a purposefully low 
construction so as to steer clear from being read as a stage, but the small 
gesture of inviting people to physically step onto something demarcates 
a space of activation. The adjoining internal walls also force people to 
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become conscious of how they are navigating the space and what their 
direct physical relationship to the work might be.  

AB: Those ideas of exterior and interior space lead us nicely onto the new 
lock sculptures, which unlike the ‘curbs’ are presented as wall-based objects. 
They take the form of enlarged padlocks of various designs and they’ve 
been scaled up and pierced so as to allow us an interior view into these 
once closed-off sculptural spaces. 

MR: I became interested in the mechanism of locks because they are 
inherently such mysterious objects - the secrecy is integral to their 
functioning. I found that there exists a whole culture of lock enthusiasts 
and lock-pickers operating on various Internet discussion boards, where 
successfully routed-out lock cases are posted to reveal their inner workings. 
part of the mechanical mysticism of these objects lies in the fact that they 
physically hide so much, both in theory and in action, and this therefore 
enables fantastical landscapes to be projected onto them. I’m interested 
the idea of dissection - it’s what fascinates me for example in the work of 
gordon Matta-Clark and how he literally sliced through architectural space 
to reveal its history.

AB: Do the composition of the locks bear any truth to the original design of 
the padlocks or are they complete fabrications? 

MR: They are all derived from things I’ve studied in various locks, but 
the joy of making these works was the ability to release them from the 
functional sphere and create something based on purely material and 
aesthetic concerns.

AB: snippets of information relating to dates or numbers punctuate the 
works’ surfaces. The titles also each refer to different months of the year. 
Is there a suggestion that these works relate to a system of organisation or 
measurement?

MR: graphic elements drawn from the western calendar inhabit the 
interiors of the locks. They act as a means of organizing time and with its 
repetitive structure suggest a sense of regimented speed. Whilst relevant 
dates and moments are highlighted, the encrypted relevance of these is only 
legible to the author. It’s appropriating a very open, non-hierarchical system 
of organisation and the graphics and punctuations are again methods 
of activation. and to further disrupt and anthropomorphise each work, 
the structures are often pierced, or bisected by linear sections of tubing. 
Like the informational substitutes for pedestrian feet on the curbs, these 
limb-like protrusions offer a sense of ghostly appendage, an arm or hand 
marking a place for some indecipherable but necessary moment in time.
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